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Attn: Docketing & Services Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary,

Attached are-the comments of the Environmental
Policy'Institute concerning the Commission's proposed
revisions to 1O.CFR Part 60, "Disposal'of High-Level
Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repositories: Amendments
to Licensing Procedures."

./

These comments are in response to the Commission's
notice for comment published in the Federal Register
on January 17, 1985(50 FR 2579).

Respectfully submitted,

Berick, Director
Nuclear Waste & Safety
'Project
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March 14, 1985

In the macrcer of:

10 CPR Part 60

Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste in Geologic Repositories;
Amendments to Licensing Procedures

MM S Q ENVT RONMENTAL POLT TNSTTU MPROPOSE
&NNDMENTS N CRPART 60 LICEtNS57 PROCEZDUE zO EOGTC

REPOSTTOR ES

Tntioduction

The NRC proposes to amend its current regulations for
licensing high-level waste repositories to bring them into
conformance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act(NWPA). While we
acknowledge that some conforming changes are in order, such as
the redesignation of the Site Characterization Report and changes
in its content to conform to the requirements of Sec. 113 of the
NWPA, the proposed changes far exceed those required for
conformance. Furthermore, NRC has arbitrarily chosen to conform
some provisions of Part 60, while effectively suspending others,
such as those related to NEPA. Finally, NRC proposes adoption
of rules and procedures, such as its review of the Department of
Energy's(DOE) draft environmental assessments(EA's), which are
based on a Procedural Agreement rather than statutory authority;
a questionable basis for regulation and threatening to future
interpretation.

2Arh±taril Snand Z= f& R3uirament

The proposed rule identifies five "principal aspects" of NRC
repository licensing procedures under review for conformance to
the NWPA. NRC rather arbitrarily decides to address only two of
the five in the proposed rulemaking. While it could be argued
that NRC is merely 'reviewing' the need for conformance in the
remaining three areas, such as the definition of high-level
waste, the proposed rule would actually suspend those aspects of
Part 60 that are related to the National Environmental Policy
Act(NEPA). As such, there would not be effective regulations
pertaining to NEPA authority nor would NRC exercise such
authority.

The severity of this action is heightened because NRC is also
suspending regulations which are related to its NEPA authority,
such as its review of the DOE's site screening activities, but
which may also rest upon the NRC's Atomic Energy ActCAZA)
authority to protect public health and safety.
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we must also point out that NRC is currently reviewing the
EA's in anticipation of filing comments coincidental to the March
20, 1985 close of the DOE public comment period. NEC is not
considering a range of site screening issues related to NEPA and
its overlapping health and safety authority(see 50 FR 2579-2590,
also see Browning/Cunningham memo, wRole, Scope, and Issues in
Environmental Assessment Review dated October 10, 1984,
attached). As such, NRC appears to have already implemented the
suspension of key elements of the existing regulations in the
absence of any notice and certainly prior to the promulgation of
final regulations pursuant to this rulemaking. This raises
serious questions concerning NEC compliance with the
Administrative Procedures Act.

Aside from the APA question, NRC arbitrarily proposes to
suspend its regulations related-to NEPA and early review of DOE's
site selection activities on substantive merits.. As stated in a
footnote in the preamble(footnote #l, 50 PR 2580), NRC intends to
defer KEPA related" aspects of conformance to a subsequent
rulemaking since such issues require modification of Part 51.
While reliance on revision of, and conformance to, Part 51 may
have been a logical argument for deferral of NEPA-related issues
when the NEC staff first circulated drafts of the proposed rule
in mid-1983, the logic of this argument has long since faded.
NRC revised Part 51 on March 12, 1984(49 FR 9352).

With Part S1 and the NRC's basic NEPA policies revised a year
ago, there is no reason not to incorporate such changes as may be
necessary to high-level waste repositories in rhm current
raLimaking.. The fact that repositories were not specifically
addressed in thbe'Part S1 revisions only argues £L the inclusion
of such revisions now since the bulk of Part 51 issues have been
addressed. By electing to use the Part 51-conformance argument
for suspending NEPA and early site review related aspects of Part
60, NRC creates a Catch-22 situation. NRC can't review DOE's
siting program, -even in the environmental assessments(EA's),
because there aren't any regulations.,. and there aren't any
regulations because NRC's regulations have to be suspended
because they address DOE's siting.program.

Even if the need for a separate, protracted NEPA-related
rulemaking were valid, which it is not, the Commission has
arbitrarily suspended Atomic Energy Act-related regulation in the
process. As the Commission acknowledged in issuing the current
version of Part 60, the Commission has a 8health and safetym
responsibility for review of DOE's siting program and the
suitability of DOE's sites that parallels the Commission's NEPA
authority to require early site review. As stated in the
preamble to Part 60, -

OThe Commission recognizes that, under the
provisions of -the Atomic Energy Act, a con-
sideration of alternatives might indeed be
appropriate, where necessary or desirable
to protect health.y (46 FR 139712, Feb. 25, 1981)
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Unless the NRC reviews the methodology and other pertinent
aspects of the DOZ siting process, in the EA's if that is now
where DOE and NWPA address such issues, than it cannot know if
public health and safety is being compromised. NRC's refusal to
review

'...the methodology used by DOE to compare sites
or upon the relative merits of one site against
one another...' (50 FR 2583)

is contrary to its early site review obligations to protect
public health and safety.

As is clear from the draft EA's and background documents, DOE
has selected sites on the basis of such criteria as the *ease of
constructability" rather than public health and safety. A central
feature of the DOE site selection process, the selection of sites
based on the need for diverse geohydrologic provinces, is not
provided for in the NWPA and- is essentially a management decision
to hedge against DOE's decision to screen sites based upon
inadequate data. This DOE siting policy is contrary to the
requirements of protecting public health and safety because there
is no assurance that the sites chosen are those most suitable for
protection of health and safety.

While we might agree with NRC's that the current
requirements in Sec. 60.11 to include the method by which the
site was selected and identification of alternative sites are
required by the NWPA to be addressed by DOE in the EA's and NRC
should also alter its Sec. 60.11 requirements to address them in
that form(50 PR 2583), we completely disagree that this change
somehow negates NRC's interest or obligation to address those
issues. If issues, such as site selection methodology, are to be
included in the EA's, as NRC proposes, all the more reason why
NRC's review of the EA's should extend to those aspects of the
EA. Instead, NRC proposes to exclude those aspects of review
while categorically concluding that

aSuch review is not necessary to fulfill any
of its statutory responsibilities.0(50 FR 2583)

This is an astounding statement given the fact that the
current rule includes such requirements specifically to fulfill
such statutory responsibilities, especially NEPA. In light of
NRC's failure to confront what alteration there may be in its
NEPA responsibilities as a result of the NWPA, we must conclude
that NRC's NEPA responsibilities remain unchanged and that the
current requirements for review of DOE site selection must remain
intact. They may be transferred, by rule, to NRC review of the
HA's, but they may not be arbitrarily suspended as proposed.

As explained more fully below, we do not believe that a
procedural agreement with DOE may serve as a substitute for
statutory authority for regulation or the exercise of that
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authority. NRC had a statutory interestm in DOE's siting
program when the current regulations were promulgated. It either
continues to have that authority and may regulate and review
DOE's program under that authority or it does not. A procedural
agreement does not , nor cannot, constitute regulatory authority.

Finally, it is our view that NRC's authority and
responsibility under NEPA remains unaltered by the NWPA and that
NRC authority under other statutes is similarly unsubordinated by
the NWPA. To the' extent that the NWPA does address KRC's
authority, it underscores NRC's'independent role as a regulator
of DOE's high-level'waste repositories.

Proxoses I& Restrit rview d Comment
on &X:. bhraeeito Eve

NRC proposes to drastically alter its requirements for review
and comment of 'the Co'mmission's Site Characterization'
Analysis(SCA). Rather than release a draft SCA for public review
and comment, NRC now proposes to issue a single,; final SCA
without benefit of comment. Comment on the SCA would be provided
for in a 90-day comment period after publication, but NRC would
not be required to take such comments into account as now
required in Sec. 60.11(e).

The NRC rationale for dropping the draft SCA and terminating
an opportunity for review and comment of the NRC analysis before
is issued a a final report is questionable. The principal
argument for such a change appears to-be the -scheduling mandates
of the Waste Policy Act"(50 FR 2584). The other argumentsm as
to why this "change should be made, such as the anticipated
extensive period of interaction between DOE and the states and
the number of technical meetings between DOE and NRC under the
Procedural Agreement'do n=t, contrary to NRC, provide a basis for
dropping the draft SCA.

The purpose of the Draft SCA is not, as NRC implies, merely
to allow states, Indian tribes and the public to gain access to
information on the DOE program. The Draft SCA also allows the
states, Indian tribes and the public access to information about
the MMB program. As stated in the preamble to the current rule,
NRC intended that'the draft SCA be used to provide oRoruntnikty
for Aubf4e_ =nmmot ED otIft anlyia 2L tb.tD= sit±

while it-is understandable that the NRC staff does not wish
to have its analysis subject to public review an-d comment, a
series of technical meetings or DOE interaction with the states
does not' substitute for a -formal opportunity to review and
comment on a critical NRC document any more than those meetings
or DOE -hearings constitute a substitute for the site
characterization plan(SCP) or the SCA itself. To the extent
that NRC believes that the SCP and the SCA are essential
component of its review 'of DOE site characterization activities,
the opportunity to review' and comment on that analysis is
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similarly essential.

The dramatic changes cited by NRC in the DOE program are not,
in fact, df such magnitude that they alter the original
justification for the draft SCA. For example, NRC assumed, as
noted in the preamble to the current rule, that DOE would provide
an opportunity for public comment on its site characterization
report prior to submittal to NRC(46 FR 13975, Feb. 25, 1981),
Likewise, the current rule envisioned the preparation, by DOE, of
an environmental impact statement for site characterization. The
final rule was modified, by adding a footnote to Sec. 60.11,
specifically to allow DOE to incorporate information in its EIS
into the SCA including the compilation of State, Indian and
public views.

The new procedures for 'interaction under the NWPA that NRC
cites as justification for dropping the draft SCA are not
substantially different from the level of uinteraction already
contemplated at the time the current rule was promulgated and do
not justify alteration of this part of the rule.

An argument must also be made that the very activities, such
as the large number of technical meetings between DOE and NRC,
cited by NRC as a reason to delete the draft SCA requirement, in
fact, argue for retaining the requirement. Rather than
Ofreezing the comment and review process, as the NRC puts it,
the draft SCA is simply needed to *condense' the numerous
technical issues and discussions. These discussions, by NRC's
admission, will be quite extensive, will take place at a wide
variety of locations, and times. It is only reasonable to *sum
up' or 'condense' the product of those meetings, and their
relevence to the DOE site characterization activities.

NRC must conduct this 'summary' and drafting activity in any
event in order to prepare its SCA. NRC would certainly be
expected to benefit from public review and comment, including
comment from those interested parties, who for reasons of time
and resources cannot possibly be expected to attend the numerous
and scattered technical and DOE meetings.

The draft SCA is also necessary to the preservation of an
independent NRC regulatory role. Absent the draft SCA, even
close observers of the technical meetings, will have little
reason to believe that NRC's final conclusions were based on an
independent evaluation and not swayed by Obackroom* negotiations
with DOE. As an organization which attended the NRC/DOE staff
negotiations concerning modification of the DOE site selection
guidelines in the spring of 1984, we believe an independent
analysis and statement of position, prior to final issuance by
NRC, is essential if any semblance of NRC independence is to be
assured. In the case of the guidelines example, we do not
believe that NRC staff independence was effectively preserved.

Lastly, the NRC raises the question of the NWPA schedule and
implies that a 90-day comment period, and period for NRC response
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to comment, would substantially interfere with the DOE's ability
to comply with the NWPA schedule. We do not believe that this
limited comment period, which addresses the adequacy of DOE's
site characterization activities and thus the ability of DOE to
meet all subsequent milestones, would impose such a delay.

The NWPA schedule, such as it is, is a variable process which
DOE is supposed to articulate in its Mission Plantunder Sec. 301)
and in its Project Decision Schedule(under Sec. 114(e). The
schedule is not a rigid one and the Act provides for extensions
of timetables including those imposed by the Project Decision
Schedule.

DOE has demonstrated its own indifference to the NWPA
schedule in numerous ways. For example, Sec. 301(b) requires the
submission of a final mission plan, to guide establishment of the
overall program schedule, within 17'months of enactment or by
July 1984. DOE has missed this deadline and is expected to be
almost a year late in issuing this critical document. In another
example, DOE essentially withheld issuance of its final site
selection guidelines for five months, approximately 150 days,
after NRC published, its concurrence in the Federal Register. We
do not believe that the -integrity of NRC's high-level waste
regulatory program nor the rights of public, states and Indian
tribes to review and comment should be compromised to make up
delays in DOE's schedule.

In any event, NRC's responsibilities and authority to protect
public health and safety and the environment are insulated from
the schedule. Among other considerations we refer the Commission
to the colloquy between Rep. Swift and Rep. Udall during final
House consideration of the NWPA on December 20, 1982. The
colloquy states in part, -

"By setting dates in this bill for DOE and NRC
decisions we are setting statutory goals for the
repository activities authorized in this legis-
lation. Nothing in this bill, including the
establishment of decision dates, is inconsistent
with the statutory responsibilities of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to protect the public
health and safety and the environment.'
(Cong. Record, December 20, 1982, p. E 10523)

Consequently, the NWPA 'schedule' does not justify deletion
of the draft SCA requirement. NRC should also establish a notice
and comment process for the semiannual site characterization
reports(proposed Sec. 60.18(g)/current Sec. 60.11(g)) along the
lines of the comments allowed on the SCA. This would provide all
parties with an opportunity to bring issues to the Commission's
attention involving ongoing site characterization activities at
the same time the Commission was conducting its review.
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Zaiins= IL 5.ii= Charactarization Pla &t T]ss

NRC correctly notes that the NWPA contemplates a number of
steps in site selection and nomination which will proceed the
point at which a site characterization plan is to be submitted to
NRC. Under the current Part 60, DOE is to submit its site
characterization report '...as early as possible after
commencement of planning for a particular geologic repository
operations area." NRC implies that this point in time is
dramatically different from that now required by the NWPA and
doesn't help the matter by leaving out of the text the added
distinction that the planning is specifically for "a particular
geologic repository operations area.' This misleading omission
occurs twice, once in the NRC's discussion of changes to the site
characterization report(50 PR 2582) and again concerning the
characterization analysis(50 PR 2584). By so doing, NRC distorts
the actual point in time originally envisioned in the current
regulations for submission of the report and makes it appear that
the current version of Part 60 requires submission at a
substantially earlier. period of time than the NWPA.

The definition of a 'geologic repository operations area' is,

...an HLW facility that is part of a geologic repository
including both surface and subsurface areas, where waste
handling activities are conducted.N(Sec. 60.2Ci))

NRC implies in the proposed rule(50 FR 2583-2584) that under
the NWPA framework the submission of a site characterization
report comes at a later point in the process, after extensive
data gathering and agency interaction, than originally
contemplated in Part 60. Examination of DOE's timeline for
repository development in the April, 1984 Draft Mission Plan for
the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program(see p. 3-A-39,
Vol. I and pp. 2-22 tp 2-26) indicates that planning for a
particular repository operations area at a particular candidate
site cannot begin until the site specific conceptual design
stage. As DOE notes,

*The conceptual designs for repositories in basalt,
salt, and tuff are in different stages of development.
For salt, several generic designs are available for
use. Howar. sie-eena specfic sit2s h&VA = been
selected Bit-Secie eonceetI degsins will n=

cemmerce until Et IL. For basalt, the description of
the site-specific design system has been published
and an up-dated complete conceptual design will be com-
pleted in PY 86. Preliminary repository concepts have
been developed for tuff, a full conceptual design
report planned for PY 85.0(Mission Plan, Vol. II, p. 2-26)

(Emphasis added)

we question whether this "planning for a particular
repository operations area, as distinct from site screening
based upon conceptual design, occurs at a later point in time
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than contemplated in the current version of Part 60. As noted
in these comments, the current version of Part 60 contemplated
that DOE would conduct a site selection process and comlelte L
ren~tzaDnnatatl intac~t atiatrmant an it's -RLARArLr altls
ahvvtA,1. r1tita. shih sDAlI4 cndlne the
consideration gj thb= jitt salection grocae.s. 'It does not appear
to us that the current DOE program, in apparent compliance with
the NWPA, varies substantially from that contemplated by the NRC
in promulgating the current version of Part 60.

NRC has grossly exaggerated the impact of the NWPA on the
DOE repository development process over that contemplated by the
current Part 60. That the NWPA requires submission of the site
characterization reports prior to characterization shaft sinking.
is simply not that different from current requirements. The fact
that DOE's site screening process is more visible does not alter
the principal requirement that it have & pa.rtieuILr site before
it can plan for a particular repository operations area.

Furthermore, the question of how many days, weeks, months, or
procedural steps prior to sinking the shaft DOE should submit the
plan is still at issue. NRC cannot, of course, simply accept the
strict letter of the NWPA that DOE submit the plan the day before
it begins drilling the shaft. The NRC staff, we should all agree,
needs a significant period of time to review the plan prior to
shaft sinking. The blanket adoption of NWPA language, in the
proposed Sec. 60.16, that DOE submit the plan before sinking the
shafts does not, in our view, provide ample delineation of when
the plan should be submitted. It does not assure that it will be
submitted at a point in the process which will assure time for
NRC review prior to shaft sinking.

In its zeal to revise Part 60, NRC has made far too much of
the requirement in the NWPA that DOE submit a characterization
plan prior to sinking a shaft. The NWPA requirement is not
substantially different from that contemplated by the current
Part 60 and can just as readily be seen as a stricture on DOE
that it not proceed with any aspect of site characterization,
including shaft sinking, without submitting such a plan. NRC's
proposed changes to Sec. 60.16 are not adequate to assure timely
review by NRC of the plan prior to shaft sinking.

Likewise, the NRC's arguments that substantially more public
and agency interaction and site screening are required by the
MWPA prior to submission of the plan than contemplated by NRC are
also exaggerated and not substantively different than
contemplated in the current regulations. Therefore, the
scheduling of-the site characterization plan in the NWPA is not
a basis for deleting the draft SCA requirement.

Proce Admp =hanno ~SZ sttn Statutory Anhorlty

The proposed rule is heavily dependent-upon the Procedural
Agreement between DOE and NRC as a basis for changing Part 60 and
for imposing new procedures, such as review of the EA's. While
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we cannot object to the Procedural Agreement as a means of
implementing the Commission's regulatory authority vis-a-vis the
DOE high-level waste program, the Agreement cannot substitute for
statutory authority or even for regulations implementing that
authority. The Procedural Agreement should be based upon Part 60
and not the reverse. NRC either has authority in this area or it
does not and oblique arguments about the need for early
identification of licensing issues hardly constitutes a basis for
future interpretation of Part 60 and future Commission actions.

As stated earlier, we do not believe that the NWPA
subordinated any prior NRC authority in this area and clearly
intends to create an independent regulatory role for NRC. We
point out that the current regulations, 10 CPR Part 60 were
promulgated February 25, 1981, before any congressional action
was taken on nuclear waste legislation in the 97th Congress which
enacted the NWPA. All relevent committees were mindful of the
regulations and in many cases central elements of the regulations
were incorporated into the legislation as the NRC notes. We
conclude that Congress essentially concurred in the NRC
regulatory scheme as provided in the current rule.

Trevent gIf DefnlWaste Ia Tlis d Tnadeate

Although the NWPA presumes that defense and commercial high-
level wastes will be commingled and placed in the same
repositories, Sec. 8 of the Act provides for a Presidential
exemption. As the NRC is no doubt aware, DOE has also proposed
that some high-level wastes that are not 'easily retrievable' be
disposed of in a manner other than in geologic repositories.
This policy is articulated in 'scoping notice- for DOE's
environmental impact statement(48 PR 14029, April 1, 1983) and in
the draft DOE report prepared in support of the Sec. 8 decision
(DOE/DP-0020(Draft)) *An Evaluation of Commercial Repository
Capacity for the Disposal of Defense High-Level Waste' July,
1984). A provision is also incorporated in the 4th Working
Draft of the final EPA high-level waste standards(May 21, 1984)
providing for an exemption for disposal of certain high-level
waste from defense activities from the EPA geologic disposal
standards. Consequently, we believe that it is especially
important that Part 60 explicitly apply to defense waste
disposal.

Defense waste disposal outside of the NWPA, as noted by NRC,
would not occur in the same manner as commercial waste. The
step-by-step procedures in the NWPA which NRC cites as a basis
for alteration of Part 60, including the site nomination process,
would be absent in the development of defense facility. In point
of fact, the process would be virtually identical to that
envisioned by NRC when the current rule was promulgated, with the
exception of the additional state and tribal consultation and
cooperation requirements provided in Sec. 101 of the NWPA.

Logic would dictate that in the case of defense waste,- where
no NWPA changes occur in the DOE repository siting and
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development process, Part 60 should remain unchanged. Instead,
NRC concludes that it could a...still effectively discharge its
health and safety responsibilities...a if the proposed NWPA-based
regulations were applied. NRC does point out that this would
not hold for NEPA-relAted responsibilities(50 FR 2568), but the
only change NRC proposes is in the contents of the Site
Characterization Report. No other changes from the proposed
regulations, such as retention of the draft SCA, would be
provided.

This proposed 'fix' whereby NWPA-based changes would apply to
a non-NWPA defense waste repository is wholly inadequate. NRC is
simply proposing, apparently out of convenience, to apply
inappropriate regulations to defense repositories; regulations
NRC argues in the proposed rule must be substantively different
from those currently applicable to defense waste facilities.
Given the additional institutional strictures on defense
activities, such as limitation on the access to early information
'about waste forms, since DOE is self-regulating, we are doubtful
that the current Part 60 is adequate to provide timely
information to NRC and to other parties. Application of the
proposed regulations to defense facilities would only limit
further the ability of NRC and other parties to gain timely
information and participate effectively in the process.

Suba Changes A As Extrgme and Ung.Ror

NRC argues that the NWPA has now required DOE to provide
states and Indian tribes with full rights of consultation and
cooperation and consequently the Commission's original concerns,
expressed in Part 60, have been largely alleviated. What is not
stated here, and should be, is that the Commission's own
authority to consult with state governments and Indian tribes is
substantially unaltered by the NWPA. For example, Sec. 117(c)
which authorizes DOE to enter into written agreements with states
and Indian tribes contains a specific caveat that they shall not
affect the authority of the Commission. While we recognize that.
NRC has limited resources and may wish to limit its assistance to
states and Indian tribes, the changes in Supart C are unnecessary
and unsubstantiated by the NWPA.

The participation provisions of Subpart C appear to be
triggered at different points in the site selection process.
Information, to be provided under Sec. 60.61, is triggered by the
submission of -a site characterization plan(see Sec. 60.61(b))..
Consultation in site review is triggered by Presidential approval
of a site for characterization under Sec. 60.62.

In both cases, it appears -to us that the Commission is
withholding information and consultation until a fairly late
stage of the site selection process. By the time the SCP is
submitted, DOE and NRC will have already begun site specific
technical meetings will have conducted lengthy site selection
activities. Because the amount of time which elapses between
nomination and submission of the SCP is expected to be only a
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matter of months, it would seem realistic to allow states to
begin formal information exchanges and consultation at a minimum
at the point when NRC and DOE technical exchanges begin.

Consultation with NRC should occur as early as practicable,
probably at the point when a state is notified that it is a
potentially acceptable site- under Sec. 116 or when preliminary
investigations are begun for a defense repository under Sec. 101
of the NWPA.

Concl ston

On February 25, 1983, NRC promulgated standards governing the
procedures for licensing geologic repositories(46 FR 13971-
13987). NRC now proposes to revise those regulations. We
believe that NRC has the burden of demonstrating why those
regulations should be revised in any substantive manner. NRC has
not demonstrated a legal or evidentiary basis for the proposed
changes, which include the arbitrary suspension of key elements
of the current regulations.

NRC's principal claim for the changes rests upon an
exaggerated and misdirected interpretation of the NWPA which it
reads as requiring major alterations in the DOE program not
contemplated in the original regulations. Contrary to NRC's view,
the changes required by the NWPA are not substantively different
from those originally contemplated in the current regulations
and do not require the magnitude of changes in NRC regulations
which the NRC proposes. While minor corrections may be necessary
to conform Part 60 to the NWPA, NRC's proposed rule far exceeds
the degree of conformance appropriate.

The changes NRC proposes would drastically restrict the
opportunity to review and comment on NRC staff determinations
relating to the regulation of repositories. NRC would also
arbitrarily suspend those aspects of the current regulations
related to NEPA. NRC is currently reviewing the DOE's
environmental assessments, which by NRC's admission contain the
NEPA-related elements embodied in the current regulations, but is
not considering those elements in its review.

NRC's comments on the Es's are expected to be provided to DOE
by the close of the DOE public comment period on March 20, 1985.
Consequently, NRC has effectively implemented the proposed rules
related to early site review prior to their final promulgation.
NRC has also suspended certain requirements of Part 60,
especially those related to NEPA, without notice. We believe
this raises critical questions concerning NRC's possible
violation of the Administrative Procedures Act.
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OCT 1 0 1984

MEMORANDUM FOR: -Richard E. Cunningham, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle, NMSS

FROM: Robert E. Browning, Director
Division of Waste Management, NMSS

SUBJECT: ROLE, SCOPE, AND ISSUES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT REVIEW

As you requested in your memorandum of August 30, 1984, on participating
in the October 12 meeting on transportation in Colorado, this memorandum
discusses the role and scope of the NRC review of DOE's Environmental -
Assessments (EA's) and kssues for the candidate repositories. The discussion
of the role and scope is from our EA Review Plan which has been developed
over the last several months and is now undergoing management review.
We will advise you of any changes that occur before the October 12 meeting.

ROLE

The information presented and referenced by the EA's will contain data$
interpretations, and assessments available to date on each of the potential
repository sites being considered by DOE for nomination. This information
is important to NRC reviews for prelicensing (Site Characterization Plans;
(SCP's)), licensing (License Application for construction authorization
(LA)), and adopting to the extent practicable the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) prepared by DOE.

The HWPA does not require NRC review and couxent on EA's or to otherwise
participate in the nomination process beyond the Commission concurring on
the siting guidelines. It is nevertheless the intention of the NRC to
review and comment on the EA's-(similar to other pertinent technical
documents) in order to assess DOE's application of the siting guidelines.
According to the siting guidelines, DOE will take findings in its EA's
with respect to qualifying, disqualifying, favorable and adverse conditions
that are presented in ehe guidelines. The NRC staff will review these
findings and provide to DOE its views on the data, interpretations, and
assessments that support DOE's findings. The staff will also coament on any
potential licansing or EIS issue that DOE should consider in Its nomination
decision. Furthermare, in accordance with the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement
(Enclosure 1), cements on the CA's are a useful mechanism for the NRC
staff to Identify potential licensing and £IS issues that may be anticipated
and that may need to be addressed in DOE's activities during site
characterization.
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Because the statute omits any reference to NRC In connection with the EA's or
the nomination process, the NRC staff will not coent on DOE's Judgent
regarding the relative merits of one site against another; this responsibility
lies with the DOE. The judgments DOE oust make in comparing sites Involve an
intertwining of Otchnical judgments (e.g.. thermo..echanical response of the
host rock) and Ovalue judgmentsa (e.g., trade-offs betwn potential effects on
national parks as opposed to prime agricultural land use). Rendering value
Judgments on the relative merits of various sites is cler~ly the responsibility
of the DOE dur-ing the screening process. This is not to say that the NRC staff
would be silent on safety and substantive enviroiwental concerns. However, in
the absence of such concerns, the responsibility for weighing the relative
merits of one site against another Is DOE's.

'The staff's decision not to coment on the relative merits of sites Is
consistent with the Comission's policy under the recently amended final rule.
Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Envirormental Protection
10 CFR Part 51 (49FR9352, March 12, 1984). The statinent of considerations in
this final rule states, mAs an independent regulatory agency, the NRC does not
select sites or designs or participate with the-applicant In selecting proposed
sites or designs."

More specifically, NRC's review of the draft U's has two general objectives
which relate to NRC's responsibilities in prelicenstng/licansing (i.e., safety
evaluations) and adopting the MLS, namely:

(1) Prelicensing/llctnsinq: The NRC staff will Identify and review potential
licensing issues and associated data, Interpretations, and performance
assessments which may be Important during site characterization, that
might result in licensing problems and which should be addressed by DOE
in the lA's.

(2) Adopting the EI5: The NRC staff will identify and review potential EIS
ssuea nd assciated data interpretations and assessments that might

result in the NRC's being unable to adopt DOE's EIS and which should be
addressed by DOE in th EA's.

The EA's, which follow the siting guidelines and XWPA requirents, will be
somewhat complex In their structure; howver, MRC's review responsibility and
approach Is simple. That is, for each draft EA subitted by DOE, NRC will
review the findings and conclusions presented - to the extent they bear upon
the foregoing responsibilities - and independently detarmine If they are
substantiated. NRC will use this evaluation as a basis for identifying
potential licensing Issues for timely staff resolution.
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The following criteria define how the datat interpretations, and assessments
that DOE used In applying the 7-ting guidelines to the EA items in Enclosure 2
will be reviewed by NRC.

(1) Adequate substantiation of assessments. interpretations, conclusions
and findings.

(a) Adequate consideration of available data.

(b) Adequate consideration of alternative interpretations,
assumptions* or performance assessments.

(c) Adequate consideration of uncertainties resulting from
all sources including data collection, analyses, interpret.
tations, and performance assessments.

(d) Internal consistency of information including data, interpr-
tations, assumptions, and methods of analysis and evaluation.

(e) Adequate documentation in EA or references to support
interpretations, assuwptions, conclusions.

(2) Potential licensing and EIS Issues Identified and adequately
considered.

As far as issues that are likely to arise at the October 12th meeting, our
feeling is they will be related to transportation of waste and spent fuel
similar to those discussed at the meeting In Columbus, Ohio on August 1,
1984. The waste transportation issues most commonly identified are safety,
routing (especially weather and grades on 1-70 In Colorado), routing models
and methodology (use of site specific and corridor state specific data),
mergency responses, institutional responsibilities, impact on tourism

and traffic (Enclosure 3). The Policy and Program Control Branch Is
currently preparing a paper on transportation Issues in high level waste
which they will forward to you as soon as it is available. If my staff can
be of further assistance contact Bill Lilley of my staff.

Orna ISSgneddbt
Robert E Browning

Robert E. Browning, Director
Enclosures: Division of Waste Managment, NMSS
1. NRC/DOE Procedural Agreent
2. NRCIs EA RevIew
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then sent to the IAZA Sesior Advisory
Group which reviews and modifies as
necessary the drafts of aDl codes and
guide pnor to their betng forwarded to
ths IAZA Secretaiaut and .hncs to the
LAEA Member States for comments.
Taung into account the comments
recuived from the Member States. the
Scnior Advisory Group than modifies
the draft as necessary to reach
agreement before forwarding it to the
LAZA Director General with a
recommendation that it be accpted

Asu part of this program. Salety Guide
SG-<L 'Operational Management of
Radioactive Effluents and Wastes
Arising in Nuclear Power Plants. has
been developed. The working goup
consasung of M. E. Wadky from
Czechoslovakia: M. A. Higashi from
Japan: Mr. A. B. klaishman from the
United Jndom= and Mr. L C. Oyea
(Sarant and Lundy Engineers) from the
U.S.A. duvejoped the inital dra't of this
guide fro an L1ZA collation. This draft
was subsequently modified by the LAEA
Technical Review Committee for
Operation. and we are now soliciting
public comment on a modified draft
(Rev. 2. dated J=ue 24 1933). Comments
received by the Director. Office of
Nuclear Regiatory Research. U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington. D.C. 255 by October 1.
198. will be particularly useful to the
U.S. representttives to the Technical
Review Committee and the Senior
Advisory Group in developing t^uir
positions on its adequacy prior to their
next IAEA meetntS

Sirgle copies of this draft Safety
Guide may be obtained by a written
request to the Director. Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research. U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washington.
D.C. 2M5$
13 U5C =0t}

Dated at Wasbaora DMC. this :9t day f
August IN.

For the Nudest legulatory C =mission
Robe L M3aropm
Dirto. OR.a' of MicleoA#gulcwy
Mice

OLL C*01__

for interfacs during site investiiatio
and site charactermation of sites for a
geologic repository under the Nmclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 The text of
this agreement is published below.
PON PUXTHM IwNPO ICATO CONTACr
Mr. Robert E. Browniag. Acting Director.
Division of Waste Managemnt. uclear
Regulatory COmmission. Mail Stop 83-
SS. Washington DC 90155 (30) 4V-
4200.

Dated a Silve Spns. Mryla. ths ifth
dav of Augst1 SS

For he Nulear Regplatory Cmimis
Joseph 0.a Buma.
CAief Lxmhng Avce &nd !tVrsv
&uA. DIwzwa Of WCUR MO14qeMAm

ProcedurAl Agreent Beeem the U.S.
Nuclar Roplatw7 Cmission ad
the U.S. Depaintnt Of Inea
IdentiJying Guiding Principles for
aterface During Site Investigation and

Site Cmaractizoa±Im
This Procedural Ageme outlines

procedures for consultation and
exchange of inmsticn which the
Commission (NRCJ and the Deparmens
(DOE) will observe in connection witlL
the Characterization of sites for a
geologic repository under the Nuclear
Waste PoUlicy.Act of 198 The purpos
of these procedures is to assure that an
information Cow is maintained betwee
the two agencies which will facilitate
the accomplishment by each agency of
its responsibilites relative to sate
i.'ngation and charactaeistion under
the.Ihnqnaa Wasto Policy Act (NWPA).
The gresment is to assure that NRC
eeives dquate information on a

timely baius ao tbbenb NRC to review.
evute ad cozment on those DOE
activities of regulatory interest in
accordance with DOE's project decision
schedule and thereby facilitate early
identification of potential licesing
issues for timely staff rsolution. The
agreement is to assure that DOE has
prompt access to NRC for dlssions
and explanation relative to the intent.
meaning and purpo of NRC comments
and evaluation on DOE activities and
so that DOE Can be war. on a curret
basts. of the status of NRC actions
relative to DOE activities.

Thi Procedural Agreement shall be
subject to the provisions of any p te
deci~son schedule that mnay hereaftar be
established by DCL and any
regulabous that may hereafter be
adopted by NRC. purant to law. In
particular. nothing herein shall be
constred to limit the authority of the
Commission to require the submission of
information as part of a general plan for
sate charactarmanon activities to be

conducted at a candidate site or the
submission of reports oan the nature and
extent of skto characternzaon &c=innes
at a candidate site and the information
developed from such aCtiVitieL

Z. NRC Oa.Siza ,Aprsensa ives
As early u practicable following

Area phase field wo& NRC on-sute
*reetaives will be stationed at each

site undergoing investigation principally
to see as a point of prompt
inf aonal excha!le and
consultation and to prLiminarily
Identify concers about such
investions relating to potential
licesins issues.
2. mocatngs

From the time this agreement Is
nted tm and fso long sst,

Characterization Activitis as being
planned or are in proptis. DOE and
NRC will schedule and hold meetings
periodically as provided in this sectoa.
A written report spee to by both DOE
and NRC will be prepared for each
met inclu agreemens reached.

L Technical mesungs will be held
between DOE and NRC technical staff
to: review and consult on Intapreations
of data: identf po l ins
Issus: agres upon thesu in f
available information and data; and
agree upon methods and approaches for
the acquistirn of additional Information
and data as need" to facilitate NRC
reviews and evaluation and for staff
resolution of such potential licensing
issues.

b. Periodic management meetings will
be hbld at the site-specific proect level
whenever necessary. but at least
quartery. to review the summary results
of the technical Meetings: to review the
status of outstandng concerns and
issues: discuss plans for resolution of
outstanding ites and issue to update
the schedule of technical meetings and
othei actions needed for staff rnolution
of open items r.4ardic site
characterization programs: and to
consult on what anric guidance is
advisable and necessary for NRC to
prepare. Unresoved management issues
will be p t elevated to upper
masmag e fo resution.

c. Early technical met" will be
scheduled to discuss wrtn NRC
comments om DOE documents such as
Site Characteation Plans. DOE's semi-
annual progress reports, and technical
repqrts to foster a mutual understanding
of comments and the information or
activities needed for staff resc'ation of
the comments.

d. In formulatig plans for activities

NRUCOOE Praced Agrnemen
Aci5cr. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Acmae: Notice of .RC/DOE Procedural
Areement.

SummAa The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the Department of
Ener have signed a Procedural
Agreement idenutiyg guiding principles
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which DOE will de.nikt to develop
irllmation needed for staff meolution
of potential hcnss issues DOE wil
meet with NRC to D oidI an ovUette
of the plans so that NRC an comment
oan their suffciecy. These discussions
will cc held sufficiently early so that
any caanges that NKC comments may
entail can be duly considered by DOE in
a manner not *o delay DOE actties.

a. Schedules of activities pertaining to
technical meetings will be made publicly
available. Potential host States and
affected Indian tzibes will be notified
and invited to attend tchnia meetmp
covered in this sect=n (Scuion z
Meetings). Tat notification will be given
on a timely basis by the DO Theen
technical mens will be open
* ee3t with members of the public
cung parttatd to attend as observers.

A.. eY Relics Qf 1ZfVwoVh

L Dsta collected duing site
Investigations will be made available to
NRC on a cunent. contirming basis after
the DE (or DOE contractor) quality
assuamnce thecks that a inhert tin
detete%=S that the data has been
obtained and documtnted properly.

b. DOEs analyses and evaluations of
data will be made available to NRC in a
timely =aznne.

4. Site Specfic Samples
Consistent with mutually rreed on

procadwes. DOE will provide NIRC with
site specific samples to be used by NRC
*r indt*ndent analysis and

* S Aency Use of Infoaiaurn

It is understood that informatIon made
available to either Agency under this
Agreement may be used at that Agtcy's
optieC i: carrying out its

-nsbliuss.

. Prjvec Spedi c Aiwenta
Project specific areemew to

implement the above principles will be
nqotiatad within 1 days of the time
this agrecment is ntered Int5. Ths
projet specific agimmnts will be
tailored to the specific projects to rflect
the differences in sites and project
organizationa

7. Nothing in this agreement shall be
construed as limiting forms of infoaral
consultation not mentioned in this
agreement (for eXaMple telephone
conversation or exchanges of rtpors.
These other consultations will be
documented mn a timely manner.

Data& Juan V. 2Mt
Robert I. Morgan.
PMojec Directo NucleaP Waste Pah WY Act
Projec Offics, U.S Devartfmet of £ae.gy.

Dated: lune 17. 7133
John C. DaViL.
Dimproctot Occ a fNucjea? Afkterm Sefety

n~dSafe~ctj~a LfzV.Nudearfti~jdowrq
CbVIK12,01.

ill o." COOK 160041 .. ea

IDof t Na. SC-301 CU43-213

MAIlro Yankee Atomic Power Co.
Ma:ne Vanke Atomic Power Zttloa)
: Moantim and Orfer

The Coiisudon has considered and
,fn ::s the Direcor's Decision. pDn-3-
3. issued February 14. 131 under tD CF
22.2 IThe Decision denied the October
Zm UZ2 petitca of Safe Power for
Maine. Emil C. Garrett. John . Green
and John Jerabek (collectively Safe
Power-) for acan pwsuart to 10 CFR
2.20M. Safe Power sought an ordes to
show cause why Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Company ("Maine Yankee" or

licens et") should not be ordered to
discontinue operation of its nuclear
power plant at WIsCasseL Maine. Wn
light of Safe Powers allegations of
Maine Yankee's financial imncpabillty
to operate the Wiscasset facility safely
and dispose of spent fuel now stored
there and to be generated cunng the
remainder of the licensing period. The
Consmission has concluded that denial
of this petition lay within the Director%
discretion but notes that subsequent
developnents prnvide additional
justification for the Directors decision.
Accordingly. rather than simply
declining to review the Director s
decision the Commission is issuing the
memorandum and order to enlarge the
discussion of the issas raised by the
pettion.

In its petition for a show cause order
Safe Power alleged a number of
crcumstances indicating 'poor financial
condition of Maine Yankee. 3 Safe

,Sy OMinew ardewe.thesekretaryswrat
to o m zM. eesw mmat thula CAMi,..

usdeod a JulyU ZLII=
Ilb., asead uinstanc, Sndudr. tilUe 1Us of

sutck o ei.Odear hot for Vuroeem ete lba"
purohses. FsMaaa VWaa andandlin te modeauer
lui s u ed t*&"oa iask u ety ~epma rsCmutral
Matow w Compan to mm Madw T tankee
damp ass ,eewraaent becwAee" wasueswe

aU of maw Vatikso a ssabld sa dwcs oi apal
with v* eusVIM of Mom of tase-d at Cenues
som Coitribus bv tWa e nd 14 .Wed
for ewaor er"sns to aiou the lto
Itaaaaa.

Power requested that the Commission
halt operation of Maine Yankee unill the
license "hs demonstrated that it has
adequate financial backing and
adequate financial support ... to ratue
capital reqwsrement to cor:tinue
operations to make and changes or
capital inves==:ns reqsired by tiac
NRC. and to provide for the funding of
its shutdawn and disposal o' spent fuel
at the end l its licensed t " '
Power also asked that the Commission
determine what amounts Maine Yarl.2e
shoud collect W provide fo?
decommission-ag and disposal of spent
fuel and oder the ceation of a trust
fund in which these monies would
accumulate ntil veedad.

In denying Safe Power's petition the
Director correctly observed that the
Commissions concern Willh ainancial
problems of a liansee is limited to the
relation which those arblems may have
tz the protection of public health and
safety.8 Allegations about financial
difficulties at an operating facility are
not be theselves a sufficient basis for
acticn to restrict operations in the
Commission rulemaking, cited by the
Director. which eliminated the rnandal
qualification review for electric utilitie
47 F.L 23750. the Commission noted the
absence of esiden that finanual
problems art inevitably linked with
coner-cutting on rafety.' -bus. even
had the Commission retained its
financial qualifications review
requiremants. a showing te Maine
Yankee was tndergoing financial
difficulties would not by itself require
that the Commission halt operations at
that plant. On the other hand.

' .catlc ta an sfnan issued shue to to
Director a 4St tae sQprVMe Cw at mmam of
Inlutan on lsam fmoas da efacam with

G:OaMon

The N,. aa R eplatory Cam, uuaan IRl
doeo not ,Wp e tara. w swuAorn based ot
econotic awwedarant 10t C LL arid has
tnaty aset tw mquistwas toncsn t ea Ome
fiaal uuohiwumid ioaplttuem of a suistw
pro"eqN to mCt and oeate a suclar pWer

ianL 47 FJL =SM. I Ks maop of dtk noL tne
NIC0 esed that uslny finaa eliflesw am
only of ncem o asNC M i mia to is Me Nobe
balith and Iet.

Pwciic Cam & .com CA W.*Sam £0V
R8a3aaas Caaw'uarrl and Dereiegmemfi

carmwv - usL 3 Ld. 2d 1 ?

a The Cmausaese cag e V ,,ntly derei
* the MC. Cirmt a Ne £VIand CoaJit GA
Nbclear PsiFvbm w. xNrfC No. 43-155

' Under Seans jn US tf Awom= Zesa Act the
cammusam myp uwee a be leu nse a asnCo
eat that woC_ hm Penuad ae Coazuss.io tu
any te Mass kto aAm M at ma a sot
requred is do 9s apieally "hm seas. I&M of
hant" agesse an e*_ihsble to laeu'dW
mimuad wesar of *1 K beam VA t ftoy.
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ENCLOSURE 2

SCOPE OF NRC'S EA REVIEW

EA ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN SITING GUIDELINES

1. Decision Process for Nomination

2. Site Quallfication/Disqualificatlon

NRC REVIEW

• None (addressed by Commission
concurrence on siting
guidelines)

° DOE findings with respect to
the guidelines

e Technical evaluation used to
support findings

• Data, interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments supporting
technical evaluations

3. Geohydrologic Setting Determination a Technical
determine
settings

evaluations used to
the geohydrologic

° Data, Interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments supporting
technical. evaluations

4. Comparative Evaluation of Sites
Within Geohydrologic Setting

° None regarding Conclusions or
methodology

0 Substantiation of conclusions

5. Suitability for Development of
Repository

0

a Suitability conclusion

a DOE findings with respect to
the appropriate guidelines

e Technical evaluations used to
support findings

° Data, interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments supporting
technical evaluations



ENCLOSURE 2 (Cont'd)

SCOPE OF NRC'S EA REVIEW

EA ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN SITING GUIDELINES NRC REVIEW

o Suitability conclusion6. Suitability for Characterization

° DOE findings with respect to
the appropriate guidelines

* Technical evaluations used to
support findings

° Data, interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments supporting
technical evaluations

7. Comparative Evaluation of Site
Against All Other Sites

a None regarding the relative
- merits of one site against
another

a Substantiation of conclusions

8. Effects of Site Characterization

a Public Health and Safety
(Radiological )

o Proposed site characterization
activities

a Potential effects on repository
performance

0 Data, interpretations
supporting above

o Public Health and Safety
(Non-Radiological)

a None

a Environment a DOE findings with respect to
the appropriate guidelines

e Technical evaluations used to
support findings



ENCLOSURE 2 (Cont'd)

SCOPE OF NRC'S EA REVIEW

EA ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN SITING GUIDELINES NRC REVIEW

9. Alternative Activities for Site
Characterization to Avoid Effects
in No. 8 above

10. Regional and Local Impacts of
Repository

° Alternative plans for site
characterization activities

° Proposed repository facilities
and operations

0 Effects on repository perfor-
mance, environment,- transpor-
tation and socioeconomics

° Data, Interpretations support-
-ing above

OTHER EA ITEMS

11. Descriptions of the Site and
Region

12. Descriptions of the Repository
Design

a Data, Interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments

a Preliminary designs

a Data, interpretations, perfor-
mance assessments supporting
preliminary designs
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Denver, Coiorada Rccky' 'mountain 'i-ews

toe RuW_ userV nAS Osten a lot of activ-
ism in tne area Whach seems to frighten
people." said Ray Carnsson. DOEs trans-
porution chief. But these shipments have
been moved for 40 yean without ever any
death or injurr. It is a fact there have been
no problems other tILmn conventional acci-
dents.

Garrison said the irecr:sed volume of
shipments wqn't threaten the public. he
contends that the shipping casks are inde-
structble.

Other hazurdous materials don't have
the kind of record were talking about
here." Garrison said. G-asoline is consid-
ered an acceptable risk and it cills a lot of
people every year."

But others say public concer:. is jisti-
ied.

"This stuff isnt acid or gasoline, it's
radioactive waste. And *ere isa't a high
level nuctear disoisal Site tL3t works any-
where in the world rv:t: now." said Steve
Fr'shr.:-n. general counsel for high-level
radicactive was;* with the Tes gover-
nor's office.

So far, the =ation's 76 nuclear rc.ors
have generated 'S.OO0 tors of wasta. It's
stored in pools of water at the reactor
sites. Bu: the-y are filling up.

Nine sitesror nuc:'er w.rate dumns have
been proposed.

The three in -he West are near Moab,
Utah. an the border of Canyon!ands ?(a-
tional Park. an the U.S. govern.ent's Han-
ford reservation :a.er Richs!r.d. Wash; and
at the Nevada test site 55 miles ncrthwest
of Las Vegs

It's 3lso possible that a temporz:7 site
may be establised at a federal Installa-
tion in Idaho Fa2s, Idaho.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 19382
requires that three possible sites be select-
ed early nest year. A final site is to be
chosen by 1387 und opened in 1393. But the
legislation is fraught with loopholes and
contradictloas which open the door for
years of challenge.

Although mcst nuc!ear was:e is in the
East, Millzr and others bet ute site will be
in the West. where papulatidns nearest t.e

roposetd sites are lower, have less p1liti-
Cal influence and are more surpurive oa
the nuclar industr=.

"Whether it's thc .eX missile or nuclear
waste disposal, the West is picked oa for
sites becaus theres' a lot of room out her"
and we don't have the political clout we
weed to prohibit it," said Rep. Ray !ogay-
sek. D'.Colo.

ia Utah. 86 percent of the land is
owned by the federal goverament. if the
government wants to deposit waste on
land they own. sooner or later they aye
going to do it."

But Sen. Cary Hart, D-Colo., cautioned
that the not-in-my-back yard philmophy
won't solve the problem. I

"Frankly, as3an Arsericzn and an elect-
ed offical. I think it is irresponsible for
peoplc to-say not in the West, or Lst or
South or any particular state. This is a
national proble.=

Technology. rather tean politics. has to
presail," he said. This stuff has to be put
ot in the place whicl has the least politi.

cat muscle. but where it is the safest. And
that decnsion will be mude by the president
od the United States.'

Few waste shipments have trave!ed :he
nation's hizhways or railways in recent
years because there is no national du;p.
Froan 1979 to 1381. an average of 96 corn-
mercial and expernmental shiprnents of
highly radioactive waste -were tr's;aored

-annazlWr.

MissXY:. igicnli afin is-bflorase- significantly oNcCE AsitR .ss pill
See NLCLEAA. page S4

I
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Continued from page 8
The Department of Energy estimates that

from 350.000 to 450.000 truck shipmens or
35.000 to 45.000 rail shipments would be
necessary to transport the waste produced
by the currently operating nuclear reactors
over their 30.year llfe"umes.

Up to 120 trucks would be on the road
every day by the year 2000. according to a
19t1 re;nrt by the National Academy of
Sciencets National Research CounciL

"Only cr.e mess up could contaminate the
Colorado River or close the economic con-
nection between the Eastern and Western
Slopes along 1.70 for years." said geolqgist
Rov Young. a corsultant to the Sierra Club.

Truck accidents in general. including mi-
nor :nc.dents. occur at the rate of one every
400.000 miles. according to DOT.

But the Nuclear Regu!atory Commrission
says the probability of an accident severe
enough to break a cask is similar to that of a
cask being struck by a meteor - once in
several million year.

The casks contain *spent 'uel," a some-
what misleading term because it impiies
that the fuel has lost its power. In fact. it is
millions of times more radioactive than
fresh fuel.

Fuel that has been irradiated inside a
nuclear reactor for several years is consid-
cred spent when the enriched uranium it
contairs no lorger fiujons properly.

When it is removed. it must be stored
under water to cool it ard cor.tain the radia-
tion.

Even after an unsshlelded fuel asembly
has been out of a reactor for six months. its
temperature exceeds 600 degrees Fahren-
heiL Standing one yard away. a person
would receive a lethal dose of radiation in 10
seconds. -

In an accident, a damaged cask could

release radioactive gases and particles into
the air. They could be inhaled or settle on
vegetation, soil or water and eventually be
ingested. People near a radioactive spill
would absorb radiation through the skin or
by inhaling it.

Depending on the amount of eMposure, the
effects can be immediate or latent. such as
increased cancers, birth defects or genetic
mutations.

In 1980. the NRC estImated there would
be nearly 2.500 immediate deaths and even
;nore cancer victims should such a calamity
occur at lunch hour in downtown Manhattan.

The prospects of an acc:dent are also
deadly for Coloradans. While fewer lives
would be lost if an accident occurred On 1-70
in the mour.tairs. the impact on Colorado's
ski and tourism industry would be devastat-
ing.

"Both t.70 and 1.76 lead from the East to
Denver where a million people are living,"
said Colorado Port of Entr7 director Dee
Haruman. "Essentially, we have no control
over the feds. If they want to bring it
through Denver. they wilL"

Who should respond to such an accident is
an open quesuon. An NRC report estimated
tMat a "model state systemn would cost
rougltly SS.6 million. "Sates shouldn't have
to loot that bill." contends Teus' Frishman.

But federal responsibility for emergency
response offerf litt!e ccs'rt. to Denver.

They may say you don't need to train
local people because their people are always
on call, but we sawv how well that worked
wiO the toredo incident." said Rep. Patri-
cia Schroeder. 0Cob.. who was highly criti-
cal of the government's response to that
accident.

Frishman is calling tor a study of the risk
.. long various routes. He and others com-
plain that responszbility for safely transport-lib
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Ing tne waste is oeing lost In 2 ZUreMnCats
shuffle.

DOE transportation chief Roy Garrison
said his department s policy requires carri-
ers to follow the regulations of the Depart-
ment of Transportation.

Dors regulation Ht-154 directs nuclear
shipments to be transported on interstate
himgnays. taking bypass routes around cities
where feasible and available.

DOT's enforcement of other hanr-dts
materials shippiun. reulations. is not good.
For example. the truck carrying torpedes
that overturnued in Denver should have by.
passed Phe c:ty. but didn't.

More than 200 local and state ,ur sdictions
have banned or reszic.ed the transport of
radioactive waste Lhrocug their communi-
ties.

DOT has -ioved to pre-empt severnl such
ordic:a;cs. But resistance continues to
build. %fihigsn passed a laW prohibiting
transport of nuc!ear waste in cask3 which
hadn t been physicially tested. Since none
used in the United States has under-one such
tests. the Nlichigar. law effectively bans nu-
clear sahipmen.s.

-Th. real issue.' said Frishman."Is that
states nee .nformation about transportation
so they ca; respond properly and be in.
volved in the process. Up to now DOE has
been unwilling and unable to provide us
sufficient information."

Colonrdo and Denver barely bave began
considering restrictive laws aimed at sucle-
ar transport and they have been slow to ask
for such informaationL

Clearly. Colorado should do what it can
to pass strong laws on routing and safety
precautions." said Schroeder. -When states
have passed laws. the government has said
it's been pre-ermpted. ... They"' used that
to ke--p everybody Out of iL."

*- Hit said the Reagan administtion had
dodged its responsibility to implement the
&Nuclerr Waste Policy Act. "There is plenty
of latitude for the states to deal with it." he
said. "If the federal agencies wanted this act
to work, they would sit down with the states
and make it work."

A number of states. including Utah. Ne-
braskca Wisconsin. Minnesota and Washng-
ton. have tried to get mapping information
developed for DOE at Oak Ridge National
Laboratories in Tennessee.

Up to now. DOE has resisted those efforts.
DOE's transporution head Garrison said
there is 3some movement to accommodate
the states' requests."

Colonrdo hasn't asked for the information.
Denver intends to ask the state to make a
formal request. said Denver's Massaro.

Leonard Slosky. amde to Gov. Richard D.
Lamm said the state isr"following the DOE
planing process."

On the mapping question. Slosky said Col-
orado is "trying to track down that process.

"We need to seewhat they have and what
it means. The current DOE plan says that
routes would be selected by commercial
shippers. Any model that predicts where
shipments would lo is of limited utility. We
don't know yet if they would go by nil or
high'.ny."

Trucks car.yinZ any hazardous products.
including radioactive wu:e are already
prohibited from traveling through the Eisen-
bower Tunnel on 1-70. Instead, they ire rout-
ed over Loveba.d Pass, which. Po rt of Entry
director Hartman notes. is treache-ous eve:
on a good day.

"Soa e're having these trucks go over a
winding, czrving road supposedly because
it'; safer." Hartman said. "Is that good? I
don't really want nuclear waste going over
Loveland Pass or the tunnel."
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Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
Public Document Room
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The State of Connecticut offers the following comments
concerning the proposed rule for "Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repositories; Amendments to
Licensing Procedures" as published in the January 13, 1985
issue of the Federal Register, Vol. 50i No. 12.

The proposed federal Zule appears to restrict the role
of the public in determining site suitability of high-level
nuclear waste repositories. The proposed rules, which would
amend existing procedures, would eliminate the requirement
for a draft site characteristic analysis, thereby circumventing
early public comment. However, Connecticut's experience with
siting locally unwanted land uses (LULU's) has benefitted from
generous participation procedures.

The concept of limiting public participation is also
contradicted by several recent theories published on this
subject, including "Siting Hazardous Waste Facilities" by
Dave Morell and Christopher MagQrian (198Z; Ballingqr
Publishing, Cambridge, Mass.), 'Siting Hazardous Waste.
Management Facilities" (1983, the Conservation Foundation,
Chemical Manufacturers Association, National Audubon Society);
and "Facility Siting and Public Opposition" by Lawrence Bacow,
Michael O'Hare, and Debra Sanderson (1983, VanNostrand Rhinehold,
New York). These publications stress the point that no siting
attempt can be successful, in the sense of minimizing community
and personal disruption while assuring a fair and timely decision,
unless all parties at interest are afforded access to complete
information from the very beginning.
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dARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Secretary to the Commission March 12, 1985
Page 2

Even though the subject Waste Siting Act does not require
that a draft environmental assessment be made available for
public comment, the DOE intends to do so according to the
Federal Register Notice. If they intend to do so, the regulations
should clearly so state. Although the present administration
may be sincere in its intent, the intent of future administrations
cannot be assumed. Any means to encourage adequate information
flow at all stages of such a project will enhance the likelihood
of an error free and acceptable decision.

The experience of ,the Connecticut Siting Council in
siting decisions regarding any "unwanted' facility indicates
that restrictions on public participation in such decision,
disguised as streamlined regulations, prove counterproductive.
Any time or money saved early on will almost certainly be lost
to more vigorous and effective public opposition and court
challenges at later stages of a project. In fact, a recent
study by Charles River Associates, a consulting firm in Boston,
Massachusetts, indicates that delays late in a construction
project are far more costly than those encountered at early stages.

Thank you for this opportunity to review and comment on
this proposed rule.

Sincerely,

WILLIAM A. O'NEILL
Governor
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Samuel J. Chil c. - K ;.

Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatoryv Commission 57
Washington, DC 20555

RE: 10 CFR Part 60
Disposal of Eigh-Level
Radioactive Waste in
Geologic Repositories:
Amendments to Licensing
Procedures (50 FR 2579,
January 17, 1985)

Dear Mr. Chilk:

Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy has

reviewed the proposed rule amending licensing procedures

for high-level radioactive waste repositories and wishes

to commend the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the

Department of Energy for their sensitivity in dealing

with this important step in the nuclear fuel cycle.

While the passsage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

of 1982 by Congress established a definite Federal

policy for waste disposal, it also presented the

Commission with the task of proposing revisions to pre-

viously adopted procedures to reflect the provision of

the Waste Policy Act and with the opportunity to take

into consideration scientific experience gained in the
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last three years. SE2 analyzed the revised procedures with

regard to:

(a) the public's ability to comment;

(b) the implementation of the Commission's statutory

duties; and

(c) the timely development and implementation of otherwise

safe high-level radioactive waste repositories.

We note that public input and review is mandated by the

Waste Policy Act and that under the proposed rules the citizens

in the states being considered for nomination as repositories

will, on an ongoing basis, be given ample opportunity to comment

on the proposed plans. In fact, under the NRC/DOE Procedural

Agreement, *States and Indian tribes will have an opportunity to

be informed routinely concerning the information made available

to NRC and NRC's comment thereon and to attend NRC/DOE technical

meetings'l and further, 'to bring their concerns to the atten-

tion of the NRC.*2 The Waste Policy Act authorizes DOE to fund

a variety of State activities facilitating public review and com-

ment and requires DOE to report on the site characterization

lFederal Register, Vol. 50, No. 12, Thursday, January 17, 1985.
Pages 2583-84.

2 1bid, page 2584.
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activities at least twice a year to the Commission and to State

and tribal officials.

The Waste Policy Act places primary responsibility on DOE

for investigating the suitability of several areas as waste

repositories. we find the procedures enumerated in these pro-

posed rules facilitate timely development of repository sites

because they have been designed to allow the investigation,

review and comment phases to be carried out concurrently and in

parallel rather than consecutively thereby compressing the period

of time involved without cutting short local input or jeop-

ardizing the resolution of safety issues.

Seeing meaningful revisions of NRC's procedures as moves

toward leaner, better and more efficient government, SE2 can not

agree with Commissioner Asselstine's views because they.would at

times add a layer of duplication and at others lengthen the

process unnecessarily.

Sincerely,

inn~ Mo 1-.Af

Miro M. Todorovich

Executive Director


